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Cloud Adoption Framework 
for Azure: Strategy and Plan 
1-Week Assessment 

Advania’s Azure cloud adoption strategy and plan assessment  
provides a guided Azure adoption experience with tools-based discovery,  
expert recommendations, and outcome-focused cloud adoption plan.

Advania will work with your organisation  
to deliver: 

Cloud Discovery:

  Commercial and technical 
validation of discovered 
resources and refinement of 
customer migration scope

Cloud Adoption Strategy:

  Cloud Adoption Strategy 
Assessment

  Cloud Adoption Business 
Motivations

  Cloud Adoption Business 
Outcomes

  Cloud Adoption Business 
Justification

  First Project Identificationand 
Qualification

  Cloud Journey Tracker 
Assessment

Cloud Adoption Plan:

  High-level Plan Assessment 
inclusive of:

 – Digital Estate Review

 – Initial Organisation Alignment

 – Skills Readiness Gap/Plan

 – Cloud Adoption Plan

 –  Strategic Migration and 
Assessment Readiness Tool

  Personalised Strategy and  
Plan presentation highlighting 
your next steps to Ready and 
Adoption migration planning

Advania is pleased to offer our 
cloud adoption strategy and plan 
assessment for Microsoft Azure, 
which provides a proven methodology 
and suite of services that delivers 
value across the early stages of your 
cloud transformation journey. 

Our assessment will provide your 
organisation with a clear high-level 
cloud adoption strategy and plan to 
accelerate your journey into Microsoft 
Azure cloud technologies during a 
typical 1-week engagement.

Assessment prerequisite:

This assessment has a dependency on 
the customer completing a Microsoft 
business economic assessment or 
Azure cloud migration assessment 
which is a 30-day tools-based analysis 
with cost and financial reporting that is 
used to build a cloud adoption strategy 
and plan.

For more info email hello@advania.co.uk  
or call us on 0333 241 768

As one of the few aligned Microsoft Solution Partners in the UK and an 
Azure Expert MSP, Advania is ideally placed to engage Microsoft on our 
clients’ behalf to secure additional benefits through the Azure Migrate & 
Modernisation Program, which can support the cost and accelerate the 
timetable of the overall project.


